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Abstract
Research into the characteristics of attractive women’s voices has focused almost
exclusively on associations with fundamental or formant frequencies. A recent study of a
small sample of voices used a bottom-up approach to identify acoustic characteristics
associated with women’s vocal attractiveness, finding that many acoustic characteristics other
than fundamental or formant frequencies predicted women’s vocal attractiveness. Here we

PT

will replicate their methodology with a much larger sample of voices (N = 450) in order to
identify vocal characteristics that reliably predict women’s vocal attractiveness. Identifying

RI

such traits will provide new insights into and avenues for study of the possible function of

AC
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D

MA

NU

SC

vocal attractiveness.
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Are attractive female voices really best characterized by feminine fundamental and
formant frequencies?
Introduction
Vocal attractiveness is thought to influence important social outcomes, including mate
choices (e.g. Apicella, Feinberg, & Marlowe, 2007; Hill et al., 2013; Leongómez et al., 2014).
Consequently, many studies have investigated the acoustic parameters that might characterize
attractive voices. The majority of these studies have focused on the relationship between

PT

attractiveness and either fundamental frequencies (rate of vocal fold vibrations; Titze, 1994)
or formant frequencies (supralaryngeal vocal tract resonances; Titze, 1994). These acoustic

RI

characteristics are sexually dimorphic (i.e., fundamental frequency and formant frequencies

SC

are typically higher in women’s than men’s voices, Puts et al., 2012, 2016). Consequently,
many researchers have argued that lower fundamental frequency and formant frequencies in

NU

men and higher fundamental frequency and formant frequencies in women signal mate quali ty
(Feinberg et al., 2005; Pisanski et al., 2015, 2016; Puts et al., 2012, 2016).
Correlational studies have reported that fundamental frequency is positively correlated

MA

with women’s vocal attractiveness (e.g. Feinberg et al., 2008) and negatively correlated with
men’s vocal attractiveness (e.g. Šebesta et al., 2017). Some studies have also reported similar

D

results for formant frequencies (Babel et al., 2014; Puts et al., 2016) and, at least in women,
formant frequencies have generally predicted vocal attractiveness better than fundamental

TE

frequency (Babel et al., 2014; Puts et al., 2016). Studies in which fundamental frequency or
formant frequencies were experimentally manipulated in voices have reported that increasing

EP

fundamental frequency or formant frequencies increased women’s vocal attractiveness
(Kandrik et al., 2016; Jones et al., 2010). By contrast, decreasing fundamental frequency or

AC
C

formant frequencies typically increased men’s vocal attractiveness (Feinberg et al., 2005,
2011; Kandrik et al., 2016; Jones et al., 2010; Puts, 2005, 2006; Tsantani et al., 2016).
As outlined above, the majority of studies that investigated characteristics of attractive
voices have focused on the potential role of fundamental or formant frequencies, since these
are thought to signal mate quality. In other words, these studies used a top-down (i.e., theorydriven) approach that tested hypotheses about putative relationships between specific acoustic
parameters on the assumption that these parameters signal mate quality. However, evidence
for associations between indices of mate quality and both fundamental frequency and formant
frequencies is rather mixed. For example, tests for correlations between these acoustic
characteristics and potential markers of susceptibility to illness (e.g., immune response and
factors thought to be associated with immune response) have reported both positive (Arnocky
3
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et al., 2018) and null (Skrinda et al., 2014) results. Moreover, results interpreted as evidence
for associations between these vocal cues and health markers were among over fifty
correlations and would not have been significant if alpha was corrected to reflect this high
number of comparisons (Arnocky et al., 2018). Furthermore, studies on voice changes across
the menstrual cycle find mixed and even contrary results (for an overview see Banai, 2017).
These mixed results raise the possibility that changes in fundamental frequency, nor formant
frequencies, are valid indicators of fertility across the cycle. In a similar vein, women’s

PT

fundamental frequency and formant frequencies do not appear to be related to hormonal
makers such as progesterone, estradiol, testosterone and cortisol (Puts et al., 2013; Puts et al.,

RI

2016). Importantly, links between these acoustic characteristics and other markers of

SC

phenotypic condition (body shape and/or size), although robust, are relatively weak (Pisanski
et al., 2014, 2016). Less widely studied vocal parameters, such as harmonics-to-noise ratio

NU

and shimmer, also show robust relationships to female body morphology (Pisanski et al.,
2016). Taken together, this mixed evidence suggests that systematic study of the roles of other
vocal cues (e.g., harmonics-to-noise ratio and shimmer) will be important to move the field

MA

forward.

By contrast with the theory-driven approach described above, one study has used a

D

more bottom-up (i.e., data-driven) approach in which a wider range of acoustic parameters
was measured (e.g., harmonics-to-noise ratio, duration, spectral tilt, jitter, shimmer, cepstral

TE

peak prominence (CPP), energy). Next, these measures were subjected to principal
component analyses to identify the dimensions of variance in the sample of voices (i.e., to

EP

identify principal components, PCs). Finally, the relationship between these PCs and
attractiveness was tested (Babel et al., 2014). Babel et al. (2014) found that this PC-based

AC
C

model explained more variance in attractiveness than a top-down model that contained only
fundamental frequency and formant frequencies (the latter estimated from standardized
formant position). However, these results were based on only a very small sample of voices
(30 male and 30 female voices). Indeed, Babel et al. (2014) described their study as
exploratory. A similar approach was used to identify the characteristics of attractive voices by
Collins and Missing (2003) and Collins (2000), but these studies also analyzed only small
samples (30 female and 34 male voices, respectively). Such data driven approaches are
recommended to establish whether results from theory-driven models are both robust and not
outperformed by alternative accounts (Jack et al., 2018).
If Babel et al’s (2014) results are robust, it would challenge current evolutionary
models of vocal attractiveness by illustrating that fundamental frequency is a relatively poor
4
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predictor of vocal attractiveness and not necessarily the strong mate-quality signal it is often
assumed to be. This would allow researchers to shift their focus away from studying the
signal value of fundamental frequency and address the likely function of whatever acoustic
characteristics emerge as being critical for attractiveness. Thus, establishing whether the
Babel et al results are robust would be an important step toward developing new evolutionaryminded models of women’s vocal attractiveness.
In light of the above, the current study will attempt to replicate Babel et al’s (2014)

PT

results using a much larger sample of voices (450 adult women’s voices). This is a much
larger sample than in previous research on vocal attractiveness, giving us more power to

RI

detect weak relationships. We will focus on women’s voices because, compared to men’s

SC

voices, research on women’s vocal attractiveness is arguably underrepresented in the
published literature. Analyzing women’s voices means our results will not speak to men’s

We will test four specific hypotheses.

NU

vocal attractiveness.

Hypothesis 1. A simple linear regression model including mean fundamental
predict women’s vocal attractiveness.

MA

frequency and standardized formant position as independent variables will significantly

D

Hypothesis 2. The final model produced using a backwards selection regression model
with a wider range of acoustic measures initially included as independent variables will

TE

significantly predict women’s vocal attractiveness. Following Babel et al. (2014), the initial
model will include the mean fundamental frequency, standard deviation of fundamental

EP

frequency, the PCs produced by a principal component analysis of formant frequencies, and
the PCs produced by a principal component analysis of other acoustic measures (harmonics-

AC
C

to-noise ratio, duration, spectral tilt, jitter, shimmer, CPP, energy) as independent variables.
Hypothesis 3. The final model produced in our test of Hypothesis 2 will explain
significantly more of the variance in vocal attractiveness than the model used to test
Hypothesis 1.

Hypothesis 4. A model including mean fundamental frequency and the first PC
produced by a principal component analysis of formant frequencies as independent variables
will explain less variance in attractiveness than a model including the first two PCs produced
by a principal component analysis of other acoustic measures (harmonics-to-noise ratio,
duration, spectral tilt, jitter, shimmer, CPP, energy) as independent variables.
Methods
Stimuli
5
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Mono digital voice recordings of 450 young adult women (all students at the
University of Glasgow) were taken using an Audio-Technica AT-4041 cardioid condenser
microphone at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz at 16-bit amplitude quantization. Each participant
was instructed to say “Hi, I’m a student at the University of Glasgow” in their normal
speaking voice. These voice recordings have already been collected (as part of a large-scale
study of hormonal regulation of women’s mating psychology, Jones et al., 2018), but have not
yet been analyzed or rated. The age range of women in our sample (university age students

PT

between 16 and 30 years of age) is similar to those of other studies investigating correlates of
fundamental frequency and formant frequencies (e.g., Babel et al., 2014; Collins & Missing,

RI

2003; Feinberg et al., 2008; Pisanksi et al., 2014; Puts et al., 2012, 2016). Because there is

SC

little evidence that oral contraceptive alters speech qualities (for a review of 24 studies on this
topic, see Rodney & Sataloff, 2016), we do not plan to test for effects of oral contraceptive

NU

use. We will use the word “student” as stimuli because of research showing that attractiveness
ratings of single words and sentences by the same speaker are highly similar (Mahrholz et al.,
2018) and because it can reliably be parsed into its constituent vowel sounds for analysis of

MA

formants.
Attractiveness ratings

D

The sound pressure level of all voices will be amplitude normalized to 70 dB using the
root mean squared method. Voice recordings will then be presented via headphones, all raters

TE

will rate each voice individually on attractiveness using a 1 (very unattractive) to 7 (very
attractive) scale. Trial order will be fully randomized, participants will not be able to rate a

EP

voice until it has been played in full length. They will be able to listen to a voice as many
times as they like before rating it (i.e., the rating task is self-paced). Participants will start

AC
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each trial by clicking ‘play’. Figure 1 shows a screen capture of the rating interface. Ninety
participants (45 heterosexual men and 45 heterosexual women) will rate the voices. To avoid
rater fatigue, each participant will be allocated to rate a set of 150 randomly selected voices
only. Simulations have shown that ~15 raters per item is typically sufficient to obtain high
agreement for attractiveness ratings (https://osf.io/x7fus/).

6
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Figure 1. Interface for collecting vocal attractiveness ratings.
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Acoustic measures

All acoustic measures will be taken following the procedures described in Babel et al.

NU

(2014). We will measure average fundamental frequency (f0) and standardized formant
position for each speaker. Formant 1 (f1), formant 2 (f2), formant 3 (f3), and formant 4 (f4)
will be measured from the recorded speech. Formants will be measured separately from both

MA

vowels in the word ‘students’ and averaged across vowels prior to further analysis. The
standard deviation of f0 will also be calculated. f0 and formant frequencies will measured

D

using Gaussian windows with a 2.5 ms step size. Formants will be measured at each glottal
pulse and averaged across measurements. f1, f2, f3, and f4 will be used to calculate

TE

standardized formant position (following Puts et al., 2012, we will calculate this by
standardizing each formant measure and dividing the sum of these four measures by four).

EP

Harmonics-to-noise ratio (HNR) will be calculated in the 0–3.5 kHz range for each
voice. We will also measure duration (this will be measured from the onset to offset of

AC
C

spectral energy for each word and averaged for each talker), jitter (average of deviations of
pitch periods), shimmer (average of deviations in amplitude of pitch periods), spectral tilt,
CPP and energy. Spectral tilt is a measure of breathiness (Babel et al., 2014), while CPP
indicates dysphonia severity (Fraile & Godino-Llorente, 2014). Energy measures RMS (root
mean squared) energy taken over a time series of pitch pulses (Shue, Keating, Vicenik, & Yu,
2011). Spectral tilt will be measured using the same five measures used in Babel et al. (2014).
All acoustic measures besides Spectral tilt and CPP will be taken using Praat (Version
6.0.37; Boersma & Weenink, 2018). The scripts for measuring F0, formants, jitter, shimmer
and HNR is publicly available on the OSF (Feinberg, 2018, Puts & Cardenas, 2018). Spectral
til, CPP and energy will be measured using VoiceSauce (Shue, et al., 2011).

7
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Data quality checks and exclusions
Raters who give the same rating to 75% or more of the voices will be excluded from
the dataset prior to any data analyses. Voices where the attractiveness rating or any acoustic
measures is more than three standard deviations from the mean score for the sample on that
measure will be excluded from the dataset prior to any data analyses. There will be no other
exclusions. If the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC 1,k; Shrout & Fleiss, 1979) for
attractiveness ratings is < .8, more raters will be added until the intraclass correlation

PT

coefficient for attractiveness ratings is > .8. Ratings by men and women will be combined
(i.e., averaged) only if the correlation between men’s and women’s attractiveness ratings is

RI

greater than .80. Otherwise, men’s and women’s ratings will be analyzed separately, with

SC

more raters added until the intraclass correlation coefficient for attractiveness ratings is > .8.
Analyses

NU

Analysis code for each of these tests is publicly available
https://osf.io/8hma7/?view_only=ef319feb9a264de796a48e588a04a656 (masked for peerreview).

MA

Hypothesis 1. A simple linear regression model including mean fundamental
frequency and standardized formant position as independent variables will significantly

D

predict women’s vocal attractiveness.

As in Babel et al. (2014), we will test this hypothesis using a simple linear regression

TE

analysis. The average attractiveness rating for each voice will be the dependent variable.
Mean f0 and formant position will be the predictors. The largest sample of voices considered

EP

in a published correlational study of women’s vocal attractiveness is 258 (Puts et al., 2016).
Thus, our sample of 450 voices is considerably larger than the largest sample used previously

AC
C

to study women’s vocal attractiveness.
Hypothesis 2. The final model produced using a backwards selection regression model
with a wider range of acoustic measures initially included as independent variables will
significantly predict women’s vocal attractiveness. Following Babel et al. (2014), the initial
model will include the mean f0, standard deviation of f0, the PCs produced by a principal
component analysis of formant frequencies, and the PCs produced by a principal component
analysis of other acoustic measures (harmonics-to-noise ratio, duration, spectral tilt, jitter,
shimmer, CPP, energy) as independent variables.
As in Babel et al. (2014), we will first subject f1, f2, f3, and f4 measures to a PCA. We
will then subject all other measures except mean f0 to a second PCA. We will select PCs for
subsequent analyses using a parallel analysis to determine the number of factors to extract
8
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(Horn, 1965). As in Babel et al. (2014), we will use backwards selection regression to analyze
these data. The average attractiveness rating for each voice will be the dependent variable. All
selected PCs, mean f0, and standard deviation of f0 will be predictors.
Hypothesis 3. The final model produced in our test of Hypothesis 2 will explain
significantly more of the variance in vocal attractiveness than the model used to test
Hypothesis 1.
Here we will use 10-fold cross validation with 100 repeats (i.e., 1000 resamples) to

PT

estimate the variance reliably explained by the model used to test Hypothesis 1 and the final
model produced in our analyses for Hypothesis 2. We will then use an independent samples t-

RI

test to compare the proportion of variance explained by these two models. Sensitivity analysis

SC

using G*Power (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner, 2007) indicated that this test would have
95% power to detect an incremental variance explained of 0.02 at alpha = .05. Following

NU

Holzleitner et al. (2018), we will use the Akaike information criterion (AIC) to establish
whether greater performance by the Hypothesis 2 model is simply due to overfitting.
Hypothesis 4. A model including mean fundamental frequency and the first PC

MA

produced by a principal component analysis of formant frequencies as independent variables
will explain less variance in attractiveness than a model including the first two PCs produced

D

by a principal component analysis of other acoustic measures (harmonics-to-noise ratio,
duration, spectral tilt, jitter, shimmer, CPP, energy) as independent variables.

TE

Here we will use 10-fold cross validation with 100 repeats (i.e., 1000 resamples) to
estimate the variance reliably explained by the two models. We will then use an independent

EP

samples t-test to compare the proportion of variance explained by these two models.
Sensitivity analysis using G*Power (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner, 2007) indicated that

.05.

AC
C

this test would have 95% power to detect an incremental variance explained of 0.02 at alpha =

Additional analyses
In addition to the analyses described above, we will also repeat each analysis including
the quadratic terms for each predictor. We will then also test whether including these
quadratic terms increases the predictive power of the models. For Hypotheses 3 and 4 we will
also compare models using Akaike's information criterion (AIC) to establish whether the
conclusions from the model comparisons in our main analyses generalize to another type of
model comparison.
Some previous research found that fundamental frequency and formant frequencies
interacted when women judged men’s vocal attractiveness (Feinberg et al., 2011).
9
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Consequently, we will also test for an effect of the interaction between the linear effects of f0
and formant position on vocal attractiveness.
If our main analyses are of combined ratings by male and female raters (see Data
quality checks and exclusions, above, for criterion), we will repeat each analysis separately
for male and female raters.
Analysis code for each of these additional analyses is publicly available at
https://osf.io/8hma7/?view_only=ef319feb9a264de796a48e588a04a656 (masked for peer-

PT

review).
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